The study’s Advisory Panel members, reviewers, VA staff, and others suggest that a delay in planning is the overriding disadvantage. In this case, Option 2 is probably the preferred of the two.

Continuing congressional oversight will be needed to ensure that VA's deployment of the ‘Core Plus 8” DHCP system remains on target and that the agency creates and uses a suitable long range planning process.

BACKGROUND OF REPORT

OTA was requested to conduct an ‘independent, objective assessment” of the Veterans Administration% Decentralized Hospital Computer Program (DHCP). This study was first requested by the House Committee on Appropriations; subsequently, the House Committee on Veterans’ Affairs became an additional requester. The House Committee on Appropriations had serious concerns about the direction of the DHCP program and VA’S ability to manage a software development on this scale. The other requesting committee, the House Committee on Veterans’ Affairs, did not agree with the Appropriations Committee% concern about the direction of DHCP but joined in the request in exercise of its oversight function.

This study was approved by the Technology Assessment Board on June 9, 1987 and was completed by October 1, 1987. It is intended as a brief and narrowly focused short-term response to the concerns of the requesting committees. The study process included a general review of the features and costs of DHCP and three competing hospital information systems and an overview of VA% current development process and deployment plans. It did not involve an in-depth review of the underlying technology of any system. Furthermore, the study did not attempt to examine benefits of DHCP for agencies other than the Veterans Administration (the Indian Health Service, for example, makes extensive use of DHCP, and DHCP is also used on a test basis in two Department of Defense hospitals).

Hospital information systems provide means for interdepartmental communication, bringing together information on laboratory and radiological test data, pharmacy orders, medical history, and other patient data in a way that is easily accessible and usable by caregivers. The information system can aid in patient care by providing to the staff timely information needed to make decisions, diagnoses, and interventions. Information systems also aid in hospital and agency management by bringing together information on utilization of facilities, results of treatment, financial records, inventory control, case mix, and other information that helps administrators determine the costs, effectiveness, and quality of care.4
DHCP History

DHCP is the primary initiative in VA’s current approach to automation of hospital information systems. VA announced its plan to develop software for DHCP 1982; this development effort actually has its roots in work on clinical computer applications that began in VA in the 1970s. DHCP is being developed at six regional Information System Centers (ISCs) under the direction of the Medical Information Resources Management Office (MIRMO). A seventh ISC has been established, but as of September 1987 had no formal development assignments.

The DHCP initiative involves developing a modular set of computer packages and is intended to evolve from the initial functional packages (called the Core) into a full-scale, integrated medical-center system that is intended to provide comprehensive support for station-specific clinical and administrative automation needs as well as for VA systemwide management information.

The Core applications have all been developed, and a subset of them, called the Initial Core applications (patient registration; admission, transfer and discharge; clinical scheduling; outpatient pharmacy) have been implemented at all VA Medical Centers (VAMCs). Full Core applications (adding inpatient pharmacy and Laboratory) began to be implemented in fiscal year 1985 and VA has scheduled these to be fully deployed in fiscal year 1987.

In June 1987 VA defined its basic system to be the six Core applications plus eight high-priority Enhanced DHCP applications: radiology, dietetics, medical records tracking, fiscal and supply functions (IFCAP), medical management information (DMMS), surgery, nursing, and mental health. Except for IFCAP and DMMS, these have clinical service orientations. Of the Enhanced applications, three are complete, one is in verification, two are in test, and two are still in development.

VA currently does not have sufficient computer hardware to implement the software it has developed at all its hospitals, and on March 9, 1987 released a Request for Proposals (RFP) for the purchase of computers and peripherals. The House
Committee on Appropriations, while not formally "fencing" the funds, has asked VA not to spend the funds allocated to this hardware procurement until after the completion of this OTA study.

IHS System Test

The fiscal year 1981 appropriations act initially directed VA to carry out a continued planning effort to determine the cost-effectiveness of developing DHCP software in-house as compared to purchasing ‘off the shelf” systems from the commercial sector. As a result, in 1983 VA contracted with three commercial vendors to install prototype demonstrations in three VAMCs: Philadelphia, PA (Shared Medical Systems); Saginaw, MI (McDonnell-Douglas); and Big Springs, TX (Electronic Data Systems). VA refers to these commercial systems collectively as ‘integrated hospital systems” or IHS. The IHS demonstration period began in September 1984. Arthur Andersen & Company received a contract from VA to monitor the progress of the installations and to conduct a comparison of pre- and post-implementation environments at each IHS site. This report was to have been completed by September 1987.

Booz-Allen & Hamilton, under contract with VA, completed a comparison of IHS and DHCP in February 1987, before the formal completion date for the IHS tests. The Booz-Allen study recommended some managerial changes for the DHCP program and concluded that DHCP software could provide benefits comparable to commercial systems at significantly lower costs. This conclusion was regarded by VA as supportive of the VA’s request for additional funding to continue with DHCP and provide hardware for the eight Enhanced DHCP applications. However, the IHS vendors have proposed separate cost projections. They point out that the Booz-Allen cost comparisons are misleading or meaningless because, among other things, the three IHS systems include many more capabilities than even the Enhanced DHCP system with which the IHS systems’ costs are compared. The vendors also argue that if the 1983 RFP for the IHS test is taken as a benchmark for VA’s hospital automation needs, then the same RFP should be used as a benchmark for DHCP. Also, other recent studies (including one by the General Accounting Office and one by the Investigative Staff of the House Committee on Appropriations) are in apparent conflict with the Booz-Allen conclusions on the cost of DHCP, finding that VA cost estimates were too low.
FUNCTIONALITY OF DHCP AND IHS SYSTEMS

Site visits and interviews by OTA staff and contractors found roughly similar features and functions in DHCP and IHS information systems. Clearly, each of the systems analyzed had different strengths and weaknesses. In some cases one or another IHS system had features that were missing from DHCP and that would be quite useful to the VA in providing better patient care. In some cases, too, vendors were capable of providing features that could have been of use to VA but had not been asked for by VA in its contract. On the whole, however, the differences between features and functions provided by one system and those provided by another were modest differences, not overwhelming ones.

OTA found that the Core modules plus the six (of eight proposed) Enhanced modules, currently running in at least some of the DHCP hospitals, were adequately performing the functions for which they were designed. One significant shortcoming observed in DHCP is the clumsiness of the order-entry/results-reporting function, which attempts to bring the features of modules such as pharmacy, lab, and dietetics into a common user menu for use by a nurse or ward secretary. Order entry is still under test and may improve in future releases. However, it is possible that the design of ward order entry is inherently clumsy due to the separate development of the pharmacy, lab, and dietetics modules. In this case, problems may not be solved satisfactorily, leading to deteriorating response times as more functions are integrated into the ward order entry menu and as larger numbers of terminals are used in hospitals.5

This possible deficiency is important because effective, reliable, and prompt order entry is basic to a successful hospital information system. A poor order entry system can reduce the effectiveness of the nursing module and other modules used on the nursing

5. See OTA contractor report by Dorenfest & Associates, pp. 27-38 and 30 for observations concerning DHCP's module-specific order entry and results reporting design. Now that multiple modules have been implemented, VA nursing personnel have expressed dissatisfaction with the module-specific order entry; complaints have centered around the number of screens required to access functions and the menu structure they are required to use. A VA development effort called order-entry/results-reporting (OREO) is intended to facilitate multiple-application order entry through a more unified order entry system. The order-entry/results-reporting system is under test at some sites. OTA has not made a determination on how well order-entry/results-reporting will work when all the Core Plus 8 modules are running and hospital transaction rates are high. Dorenfest and Associates consider it likely that, given DHCP's overall systems design, additional module access and integration problems will be found as DHCP implementation continues.
wards. Most important, slow or clumsy order-entry systems can actually increase the workload of busy nursing personnel, reducing the time available for patient care.

The DHCP system resembles the model of a “limited” hospital information system while the three IHS systems approach the model of a “comprehensive” system. This distinction is based, not on the number of features, but on the flexibility of the order communication system that links the nursing station with the ancillary departments. A comprehensive system is more capable of fully supporting automated charting, nurse care planning, and other patient care functions, although limited systems are widely used, especially in small and medium-sized hospitals. If VA implements a successful version of its order-entry/results-reporting function, DHCP will still remain a “limited” system in this sense, and thus may not be the system of choice for the long term (e.g., 1990s and beyond).

USER SATISFACTION AND USER INVOLVEMENT

User satisfaction was generally high at both DHCP sites and IHS sites visited by OTA. This is an encouraging finding. But it also means that user satisfaction cannot be considered a differentiating factor among the sites or a distinguishing characteristic of a particular system. People were satisfied with the system they used and proud of the work they had done to install it in their hospitals. In most cases users had no prior exposure to automation and have not been encouraged to look at alternative systems, even within VA, so they have no basis for comparison of their system to any other.

User involvement in specifying the system and in giving feedback to the developers is crucial to successful implementation. The Special Interest User Group (SIUG) process used for DHCP has been fruitful in gaining user input. It is an important element in DHCP's successes to date. As presently constituted, however, the SIUG's appear to be top heavy, with too many service chiefs and too few end-users. The VA's Department of Medicine and Surgery (DM&S) needs to continue to ensure that the process provides for end-user, as well as managerial input.

It is important to note that user involvement is also possible with software developed by an outside vendor as well as with software developed in-house. At the VA hospital at Saginaw, the process of user involvement in specifying system needs appeared to be formalized very much along the lines of the SIUG model, and the system and user

needs appeared to be closely matched.

User involvement in implementation and operation at the department level in each hospital is also important, and VA seems to be handling this fairly well with the 'application coordinator role in each department. Some problems at IHS hospitals were not system problems but management problems that arose from not formalizing the process of user involvement. In Big Spring, for example, serious mismatches between system capability and user expectations arose from a 1984 decision by the VA central office to modify some of the capabilities to be required in the contract with EDS (resulting in a $1.7 million contract cost reduction) without first consulting Big Spring administrators or staff about their preferences or fully explaining the consequences of the modification to them.

MANAGEMENT OF DHCP

Over the past 3 years a number of studies by Congress, the VA Inspector General, and the General Accounting Office have found weaknesses in VA’S management of the software development and implementation phases of DHCP. VA has responded to these criticisms and now is instituting many of the policies and procedures recommended by previous studies. For example, VA now has promulgated a security policy, programming standards, a software verification procedure, and a documentation policy. With these in place, VA now appears to be in a much better position than it was a year or two ago to manage the development and implementation of a hospital information system.

However, because these have been instituted within the past year, OTA has not made a determination as to their efficacy. Nor (as of Fall 1987), does it appear that VA

---


has yet performed or initiated a full risk assessment of DHCP per Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-130.\textsuperscript{9} OMB Circular A-130 ("Management of Federal Information Resources," Dec. 12, 1985) establishes policy for the management of Federal information resources and specifies a minimum set of controls, procedures, audits, and reviews for Federal automated information system (AIS) security. Agencies are required to do risk analyses and define approved application security specifications. Also, agencies are required to conduct periodic audits or reviews of sensitive applications, in order to certify/recertify the adequacy of implemented safeguards, assure that these are functioning properly, identify vulnerabilities, and assist with implementation of new safeguards where required.

During GAO\textsuperscript{6} evaluation of DHCP, VA revised its DHCP development plans. According to the course laid out in a June 1987 re-scoping of the DHCP program, the level of DHCP to be implemented nationwide corresponds to the Core modules plus eight Enhanced modules (Core Plus 8). In 1985, an ambitious program including the Core plus 22 Enhanced and 23 Comprehensive modules was planned. (See app. B for descriptions of the modules.) According to VA\textsuperscript{6} current rescoping, additional modules beyond Core Plus 8 would only be added as they are cost-justified and approved by OMB.\textsuperscript{10}

\textsuperscript{9} See op. cit., GAO/IMTEC-87-28, p. 31-32. The Circular A-130 requirements have been included in the ADP security policies and programs of many Federal agencies, including some military services and departments. Appendix III to OMB Circular A-130 establishes a minimum set of controls to be included in Federal AIS security programs, and specifies that Federal agencies shall implement and maintain an AIS security program. According to OMB, agency AIS security audits, reviews, and recertification (repeated at least every three years) should be considered as part of the agency vulnerability assessments and internal control reviews conducted in accordance with OMB Circular A-123. Due in part to concerns about the adequacy of controls and security programs, the VA Administrator identified DHCP as a material weakness in 1985 and 1986 reports to the President in accordance with the Federal Managers\textsuperscript{6} Financial Integrity Act (31 U.S.C. 3521(b) and (c)).


\textsuperscript{10} See enclosure 2 the VA Administrator\% letter to GAO dated June 5, 1987 on p. 82 in op. cit., GAO/IMTEC-87-28.
It is not clear how VA plans to handle the cost justification for development of additional modules. Will it be necessary to complete development of each module and test it in order to determine whether or not it is cost-justified for nationwide use? During the 10-year period 1987-96, how many of the 37 remaining DHCP modules beyond “Core Plus 8” will eventually be developed and implemented nationwide? Will still other modules be developed and tested and/or used locally in some VAMCs? There may be an opportunity cost to continued development of additional modules (beyond Core Plus 8) if it is not done in conjunction with sufficient foresight and far-reaching planning for VA hospital information technology in the late 1990's and beyond: The software may not evolve to take maximum advantage of new technological opportunities as information technology advances.

Hardware Procurements for DHCP

The Core software and most of the eight high-priority enhanced modules have been developed and are operating in at least some VAMCs. However, VA needs additional computer capacity to implement this software in all hospitals. VA’s current RFP (VA-RFP 101-5-87) seeks hardware on which to run DHCP software. It provides for five stages of hardware, software, and maintenance procurement: a Stage I (including mandatory and optional quantities) plus four optional stages (II-V) The RFP specifies a 10-year system life, corresponding to the total duration of the contract if VA exercises all options to extend. The contract would specify options for increased quantities of hardware items, for acquisition of optional features, and for technology upgrades. (See app. D for further discussion of the RFP.)

Assuming funds are available, the delivery schedule for mandatory Stage I quantities specifies delivery between 60 and 180 days after VA acceptance testing is complete. This equipment is intended for the 31 largest VA hospitals and the Information Systems Centers (ISC). Again, depending on availability of appropriated funds, optional quantities in Stages I-V would be scheduled for delivery to other VAMCs between 240 and 720 days after the completion of acceptance testing.

VA estimates that the current RFP for hardware, if all options are exercised, provides enough computer capacity to run the full set of Core, Enhanced, and

11. According to VA, the accounting firm of Price-Waterhouse is being tasked to look at cost justification of applications for DHCP. Source: Enclosure to a letter from David A. Cox, Associate Deputy Administrator for Management, to OTA, Sept. 21, 1987.
Comprehensive modules.

According to MIRMO, completion of Stage III hardware purchases would provide sufficient capacity for Core Plus 8 to run in all VAMCs. VA budget estimates show sufficient capacity for Core Plus 8 to run in all VAMCs. According to MIRMO, completion of Stage III hardware purchases would provide sufficient capacity for Core Plus 8 to run in all VAMCs. OTA estimates that Stage III would correspond to approximately 60-65 percent of the total computer capacity to be purchased in Stages I-V. It is important to note, however, that hardware procurements only amount to about 22 percent of total estimated costs of DHCP. Other categories such as hardware maintenance and personnel costs for VAMC application coordinators are also significant cost drivers. (See the discussion of procurement options and costs in app. C.)

COST CONSIDERATIONS

Historical Cost Estimates

Previous studies have concluded that earlier VA cost estimates seriously underestimated the costs of developing DHCP. The recent General Accounting Office (GAO) report found that, during the period 1984-86, VA had expanded its planned system by extending the estimated life of the DHCP system and adding modules. The VA's 1986 lifecycle cost estimate was $1.175 billion in total costs for a more extensive version of DHCP (6 Core modules plus 22 Enhanced and 23 Comprehensive modules). This estimate was based on three overlapping 10-year lifecycles covering the period fiscal years 1983-2001. The General Accounting Office found that this estimate omitted substantial telecommunication, utility, and personnel costs, possibly totaling $700 million.

Measuring internal project costs is always somewhat ambiguous. The recent VA cost estimates supplied to OTA appear to be more complete; although there is probably

13. As measured by cumulative throughput units and numbers of active partitions indicated in the RFP system specifications. For definitions, see the discussion of procurement options in app. D.
14. For example, House Committee on Appropriations, Veterans Administration: Medical Computer Programs, prepared by the investigative staff, December 3, 1986.
no way to capture some of the sunk costs that were previously omitted, new projections are more realistic. VA historical cost data and projections for the period 1983 through 1987 indicate that the total costs for Core Plus 8 (including sunk costs) will be on the order of $1.1 billion. (See table C-3.)

Computer equipment costs included in these total cost estimates, which include sunk costs incurred in fiscal years 1983-86, amount to some $150 million to support the Core and some $89 million to support the 8 Enhanced modules. (See cumulative totals in tables C-1 and C-2.) Thus, total computer equipment costs, including sunk costs incurred in fiscal years 1983-86, for Core Plus 8 are now estimated by VA to be some $239 million. (See cumulative totals in table C-3.)

Lifecycle Costs for Fiscal Years 1987-96

VA’s current IO year (fiscal years 1987-96) lifecycle cost estimates amount to some $930 million for 6 core modules and 8 enhanced modules (Core Plus 8). This projection includes additional and replacement computer equipment costs to support the Core and 8 Enhanced modules. The VA’s planned procurements of additional and replacement equipment to support the Core will amount to some $67 million, mostly during fiscal years 1993-96. (See appropriate columns in table C-1.) The VA estimates that additional and replacement equipment to support the 8 Enhanced modules will amount to some $89 million, with planned procurements during the period fiscal years 1988-96. (See appropriate columns in table C-2.) Thus, for the 10-year period, fiscal years 1987-96, computer equipment costs would amount to some $156 million. (See appropriate columns in table C-3.)

According to MIRMO, completing Stage III of the procurement would provide enough computer hardware to run Core Plus 8 in the 169 VAMCs using DHCP. The cost of procuring additional hardware to run Core Plus 8 in the 169 VAMCs corresponds to the $84.3 million over fiscal years 1988-90 indicated in table C-2. However, OTA notes

18. Calculated from the fiscal year 1987-96 VA cost data provided to OTA and shown in the fiscal year 1987-96 columns of tables C-1 through C-3. The fiscal year 1987-96 cumulative total of $883.75 million was increased by $46.7 million to reflect total Government fringe benefit costs (see app. C and op. cit., GAO/IMTEC-87-28, pp. 92, 93 and 104). This total differs from the $925 million 10-year lifecycle cost that the VA reported to GAO in May, 1987, because of relatively small differences in estimated maintenance costs, miscellaneous contracts, telecommunications and utilities costs, etc.

that if all options in the RFP were to be exercised, then the VA's procurements (for Stages IV and V, or for additional features and upgrades) would exceed the VA's current budget estimate of $84.3 million.

Based on the RFP's system requirements information (see appendix table D-11), OTA calculates that procurements sufficient to run Core Plus 8 in the 169 VAMCs using DHCP (i.e. procurements through Stage 111) would correspond to between 60 and 65 percent of the computing capacity and facilities of the potential full (five-stage) procurement with all quantity options exercised. Based on the $84.3 million additional-equipment cost estimated by VA for a 3-stage procurement (see app. table C-2), Stage IV and V procurements might amount to an additional $50 million.

If Stage IV and V procurements were made, however, total DHCP lifecycle costs would increase by more than $50 million, because there is a multiplier relationship between additional computer hardware costs and increases in other lifecycle costs: Additional hardware maintenance costs, ISC personnel costs for development of additional software to take advantage of the Stage IV and V capacity, additional VAMC staff and application coordinator personnel costs to utilize additional software, etc. would also be important cost drivers. For example, VA's DHCP budget estimates for Core Plus 8 (see app. table C-3) show that additional and replacement equipment costs over fiscal years 1983-96 amount to about 22 percent of total estimated budget.

FACTORS AFFECTING DESIRABILITY OF NEAR-TERM SWITCH TO COMMERCIAL IHS

In OTA's view, if VA wants to have automation in all hospitals soon, it would be inadvisable for VA to switch to a commercial IHS system at this time.

Under other circumstances, a switch to IHS might have been a viable option. The IHS experiment was ordered by Congress for the purpose of allowing VA the opportunity for expanding its alternative paths for automation. If it had been possible to conduct a good test, this experiment might have provided VA with a rich base of automation experience to draw from in either developing its own system or in selecting one. Unfortunately, the experiment was not designed or conducted in a way that allowed VA to make the most of the lessons that could have been learned. For example, until recently there was little or no communication between IHS and DHCP hospital staff and no effort to encourage SIUGs or users from other hospitals to visit IHS hospitals to examine possible benefits and drawbacks of vendor systems. It is likely that a fair test
could not have been structured under the circumstances. Once the agency had elected to develop DHCP, it is difficult to imagine how an unbiased test could be carried out while the development was going on: VA was put in the position of being both a contestant and a judge at the same time. Comparisons are best made before alternatives have been selected.

As a result of not conducting a good test, the opportunity to choose one of the competing systems now appears to be past, and the option to select a commercial system in the near term appears to be foreclosed. At the present time, switching to an IHS system on a nationwide basis and phasing out DHCP development would probably be VA's most costly alternative and would slow down the automation of many hospitals.

If VA exercised the options to buy additional quantities under the current contracts with Electronic Data Systems, McDonnell-Douglas, and Shared Medical Systems, the contracts would require each vendor to automate approximately one-third of the VA hospitals and provide support and facilities management as they currently do at IHS test hospitals. As the contracts are now structured, each vendor is restricted to providing systems for hospitals in the size range for which it provided a test hospital. Thus, SMS would automate large hospitals, McDonnell-Douglas medium hospitals, and EDS small hospitals.

Exercising the options on the current IHS contracts would not be cost-effective. Events of the past 2 years have changed the cost of, and possibly the best approach to, automation from what is set forth in those contracts. For example, IHS vendors have done considerable R&D in tailoring their systems to IHS test hospitals, and much of the result of that work might be applied to other VA hospitals. Thus, if these same vendors were to bid on the VA system now, with their current level of knowledge, their costs might be lower than they were in 1983/84. [In addition, within the past 6 months, two vendors have proposed alternative strategies for placing computer equipment that could greatly reduce the VA% equipment and staffing costs. These are regionalized approaches that allow a mainframe computer to serve several hospitals. Any of these approaches would require a complete reanalysis of the cost, as well as a complete reorientation in VA'S approach to computerization. VA has repeatedly indicated its unwillingness to favorably view regionalized approaches to computer placement.]

20. A full discussion of the shortcomings of the test are detailed in op. cit., GAO/IMTEC-87-28, pp. 51-54.
21. See, for example VA comment in Appendix VI of op. cit., GAO/IMTEC-87-28, pp. 89-90.
At the very least, the three vendors would have to be given an opportunity to rebid on the IHS contract, given their new perceptions of the costs. OTA was unable to obtain new estimates of the vendors' projected costs for automating VA. The vendors stated, rightly, that development of such projections should be reserved for the competitive process. It would require several months for the vendors to prepare new cost estimates and for VA to evaluate them.

It is more likely that a completely new competition might have to be mounted. The alternative commercial approaches seem, in principle, quite promising. In OTA discussions with the vendors it appeared likely that some of them could preserve part of VA's past investment in DHCP by making use of DHCP modules. However, if the competition is to be reopened to the extent of letting the three vendors bid on strategies not included in the original RFP, it might be necessary, in fairness, to reopen the process to all potential bidders, requiring VA to go back to the stage of preparing and releasing an RFP. This process could require a 2-year delay before a selected vendor could begin work.

Meanwhile, VA would presumably not be able to purchase hardware for further deployment of DHCP, and hospitals without a substantial number of modules running would have to do without automation until the vendor system was ready for implemental ion.

Costs for the IHS systems as specified in the contract are calculated to be $1.6 billion for a 10 year lifecycle. IHS vendors' alternative system proposals would likely cost less than this, but could still be larger than the $930 million lifecycle cost that VA projections now indicate for fiscal years 1987-96 (for example, the estimate used publicly by McDonnell-Douglas in March 1987 was $590 million for a 5-year lifecycle or $1.04 billion for a 10-year lifecycle, although in discussions with OTA the vendor discussed strategies that might reduce costs further).

Alternatively, VA could purchase just enough hardware to run the currently

22. The $1.6 billion figure for IHS deployment VA-wide is based on an artificial extrapolation of one-hospital IHS contract costs without allowing for scale economies, technological alternatives or changes, etc. If sunk costs for the period FY 1983-86 are included, then the VA estimates indicate a total cost for DHCP of some $1.1 billion. Op. cit., GAO/IMTEC-87-28, Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Decentralized Hospital Computer Program and Integrated Hospital System Comparability Study, Medical Information Resources Management Office, Veterans Administration. IQC Contract V-101 -93 P1097, February 1987, p. IV-6.
available software at all hospitals while waiting for a vendor to be selected. Even this alternative would likely require some delays while VA withdrew its current hardware RFP and rewrote it. The types of hardware that would need to be purchased to put up temporary computer capacity in some of the medium and smaller VAMCs would be quite different from what is specified under the mandatory Phase I of the current equipment RFP (in the current hardware procurement, larger hospitals would receive new large computers and their used minicomputers would be handed down to smaller hospitals). While the costs of the needed temporary equipment would be have to be added to the cost of the vendor system, that cost would probably be modest in terms of a $1 billion system -- on the order of $10s of millions.

Ultimately, the best argument against making the switch to the IHS system now may well be that VA has structured the alternatives for such a switch so as to render this option undesirable in terms of its near-term impacts on the hospitals and their primary mission of patient care. As mentioned earlier, congressional oversight is important, and in the case of VA congressional oversight has been essential in requiring the management improvements that have brought the development of DHCP to its current point. Congress has the duty to exercise oversight and create situations that require agency managers to do proper planning, but in the final analysis, it is the managers’ job to make a decision. In this case, VA management has made up its mind quite firmly in favor of DHCP, and this decision is not unreasonable in the short-run, as discussed above. It may be wise, in this case, to let the decision stand, but also to create conditions under which future decisions must be based on a thorough and unbiased examination of alternatives.

What is to be Done With IHS Hospitals

These hospitals have, until recently, been "out of the loop" of SIUG/ISC/DHCP planning and communication, and therefore have been somewhat disadvantaged in terms of implementing data formatting changes for central reporting. Even for the near term, the VAMCs used as IHS test sites will need data communication interfaces with other VA systems (AMIS, IFCAP, etc.). Also, administrators and end-users at these three VAMCs will need to be represented along with those from the other 169 VAMCs in future planning and development processes. Alternatives for these hospitals appear to be:

1. Leave the three IHS systems in place for the duration of the contract options, but provide interfaces to the rest of the VA-wide automatic data processing (ADP) systems, using MIRMO funds. Provide representation from these VAMCs in the SIUGs and in any other DM&S information-system planning groups. One possible advantage of this option is that these hospitals could serve as long term laboratories for tracking changes in technology offered by
commercial vendors, if contracts were rewritten to accommodate upgrades and to permit vendors to offer their "best-cost" approaches to VA hospital automation. (A few of OTA Advisory Panel members consider that the number of VA hospitals using commercial IHS systems should be expanded, to test the portability of vendor-developed systems from one VAMC to others.)

2. Phase out the IHS systems and convert these three VAMCs to DHCP. This will cause disruption to these specific hospitals, incur conversion costs, and in some cases cause them to give up functionality they already have, but will permit these VAMCs to be part of one VA-wide hospital information system.

It may be possible to make the choice on a hospital by hospital basis. In any case, it would seem appropriate to ensure that the affected VAMCs are actively involved in the decision process.

NEED FOR LONG-TERM PLANNING

OTA found lacking in the Veterans Administration a true strategic plan and a vision of how automation should serve the mission and long-range goals of VA as an agency. While VA has published an “ADP Strategic Plan”, this document is, at best, an operational plan describing all the types of information automation going on within the agency. According to the Office of Management and Budget, strategic planning is,

...a process for defining agency missions and identifying agency goals and objectives as projected over a specific period of time. [In the context of automatic data processing (ADP) and telecommunications, long-range planning develops and documents the agency% direction and specifies the activities and resource requirements necessary to support stated missions and objectives.

Strategic planning for ADP is difficult for government agencies because of frequent top-level turnover in personnel, the existence of sometimes conflicting goals on the part of Congress or OMB, the problem of phasing long-term plans with short term budget cycles, and other problems that are discussed in more detail in a previous OTA report. Nevertheless, it is especially important that VA take the time to carry out a long-term planning process, because remaining on its current track may have long term adverse consequences for the agency and for the care of America% veterans.

Currently, DM&S considers that the process by which DHCP is developed and managed includes, by its very nature, VA's long-term planning process for hospital information systems. 23, i.e., the DHCP process s...s...t...t...t...t...t...t that can

24. [bid., especially pp. 44-47.
(continued)
continuously update and refresh DHCP through inputs from SIUG members, each of whom follow advances and changes in technology, medical practice, and user needs in their areas of interest. Therefore DM&S and MIRMO consider that continuous feedback and input from SIUGs can ensure that DHCP continues to keep pace with technological and institutional changes.

OTA finds that the DHCP process as it now exists is at best a “tactical” planning process. It identifies and schedules the means for attaining specific objectives, but always within the framework of a single strategy for achieving automation, that is, designing and building software in-house on a module-by-module basis. Further, while each disciplinary SIUG may well keep track of technological advances within its own discipline, there seems to be no mechanism for considering synergistic effects between disciplines or allowing for radical or discontinuous changes in either technology or medical practice.

While this type of planning process can be effective in the near and even mid-term (and has proven effective for VA so far in the DHCP development cycle), it is biased towards incremental, marginal changes and adaptations. For the long term -- for the mid-1990’s and beyond -- this process may be fundamentally unable to reap advantages from radical advances in computer hardware and software and may be inefficient in accommodating large or rapid changes in medical technology and practice.

The VA might find it useful and prudent to take an independent look at the future outside the narrow disciplinary confines of the current SIUG structure. As a first steps VA could augment the current SIUG structure and DHCP planning process with a multi-disciplinary group (perhaps a new SIUG for long-range system evolution) to track trends and discontinuities in technical and institutional areas affecting hospital information system needs and capabilities. It would be OTA’s suggestion that this group have MIRMO representation but its composition (including, perhaps, its chairman) should include individuals that have not been involved in the development of the current system. Several of the members of OTA study’s Advisory Panel and Federal Working Group have suggested that VA include a broad selection of outside experts in this planning process, similar to the way VA’s Department of Medicine and Surgery (DM&S) has outside advisory groups for medical practice.26 The suggestion for outside help is not meant as a

25. This view was espoused in several conversations with VA managers, most recently in a discussion with Dr. John Gronvall, Chief Medical Director, and David Van Hooser, Director of MIRMO, Aug. 28, 1987.
26. The VA has already indicated that it welcomes this suggestion and plans to put in (continued)
criticism of VA, but reflects the reality that the medical information field is currently very parochial. Few people are thoroughly familiar with more than two or three systems, and the VA process would benefit through exposure to a variety of perspectives.

What VA’s Long-Term Plan Should Include

As was mentioned above, strategic planning for ADP is difficult for any government agency, and VA’s difficulties in this area are not unique. An information system is more than an assemblage of hardware and software -- it is a function of the setting and work structure. Many of the critical dimensions of the context in which agency strategic planning must take place are not wholly within the agency’s control; among these are Federal and agency budgets, Federal and agency policies and management, the labor market, technological innovations, and the evolution of the work environment. These dimensions are dynamic. Taking them into account in strategic planning requires formulating assumptions about their alternative paths over time, developing a structured means for thinking about these assumptions, and using these to create alternative strategies.

While OTA considers that DHCP, if it functions as planned, is adequate for the first generation of hospital information systems at VA, the ability of DHCP to evolve into the second generation is in question. Therefore, a long-term plan -- a true strategic vision for the second generation of hospital information systems at VA -- should take into account:

1. changes in medical needs over the long term (patient demographics, epidemiology, new diseases, new medical technologies and treatments);

2. changes in available computer and communications technologies (the basic hardware technologies and also software engineering tools such as fourth-generation languages for system development);

3. changes in Federal health policies (historical examples include eligibility requirements and means testing, third-party payments, quality assurance);

4. current and future Federal information policies, including privacy, security, intellectual property, freedom of information, private-sector processing of Federal data;

5. new computer applications for medicine (e.g. pattern recognition, diagnostic

place an advisory group for this purpose, following the model already used in DM&S to keep the Chief Medical Director advised of private sector developments in medical practice. (Source: Letter to OTA from David A. Cox, Sept. 21, 1987.)
implications of artificial intelligence, electronic storage of full medical records, including images);

6. consideration of alternative system architectures for providing second-generation automation, including fully decentralized, regionalized, fully centralized, and privately-provided options; and

7. prioritizing future automation needs in the VAMCs, and considering how these may be met in concert in a second-generation system.

Planning for medical information systems must also be reintegrated with other agency information needs and automation plans, taking into account open system interconnection (OSI) standards and layered system architectures.

Role of Users in Planning

It is important to note that user involvement in the process of specifying and implementing an information system is critical to success. But it should also be pointed out that user involvement does not necessarily require in-house development of software. VA should be able to adapt its SIUG process to a contracting situation if it decides that it would be less costly to buy rather than build the next generation system. Such an approach may require some innovative thinking and innovative contract writing on the part of the agency, but could be successful if there is strong management commitment to making it work. It maybe instructive for VA to watch the progress of automation in hospitals in the State of Hesse, Federal Republic of Germany. The State has recently signed a contract with Shared Medical Systems for hospital information systems. Required by the contract is a user participation process that the Germans call “the VA structure model,” which gives SIUGs the responsibility for developing specifications and participating in the implementation of the software. While German contracting law is quite different from American, there may be lessons VA can learn from the German process (just as the Germans seem to have learned about SIUGs from VA).

VA’s current process involves SIUGs in software development through the process of rapid prototyping. While rapid prototyping may also prove fruitful in the future for rapidly defining alternative system approaches and refining user needs, OTA notes that there are at least two philosophies of rapid prototyping. To date, VA has followed one of these, iterating the rapid-prototyping system (in concert with user input through the

SIUGs) to satisfy user needs and then using the outcome as production software. There is an alternative philosophy, which is to use the rapid-prototyping system to refine and test user requirements and specifications, but not to use the prototyping system to produce production software. In OTA's view, the latter philosophy could preserve the best of the VA's current SIUG/ISC development process, while freeing VA to develop production software through other means that might prove more flexible or cost-effective for the future. (These could include contracting out for production code, writing production software indifferent language than that used for prototyping, etc.).

Factors to reconsidered in Long Range Planning

By the same token, flexibility to tailor systems to individual hospital needs or make certain changes when required by law is a feature important to the VA's next generation. These, too, do not necessarily require in-house development of software. For example, at least two of the IHS systems tested by VA have capability for a certain amount of modification by authorized persons in the hospital, and considerable changes in the operation of the system can be made without touching the proprietary programming. Current contracts with the VA require that vendor employees make nearly all such changes, but private sector hospitals who using these same systems are often able to adapt to new insurance regulations or changes in State laws without asking the system vendor to make changes in the underlying software. The amount of system flexibility for hospital-or agency-defined modifications in IHS systems now under contract may not be sufficient for VA's needs, and OTA did not make a determination on this. The point is that in the next few years, the ability to make hospital- or agency-defined changes is likely to be even greater than it is today. VA should not reject the option of software developed in the commercial market for the next generation on the assumption that it is inflexible, but should actually look at what the technology and the market will make possible.

Although VA has currently rejected the idea of "regionalized" placement of computers (e.g., sharing a processor among several hospitals), the use of such an approach offers the possibility of large savings in equipment and facility management costs; this strategy should reconsidered by VA for its next generation. Properly designed, such a networked system can offer each hospital a level of flexibility and control similar to what can reacheived with a computer in each hospital. The behavior of the information system is the same from the end-user's point of view: it does not matter whether the actual computer is down the hall or across the state. Savings in
equipment and personnel would have to be compared to increased telecommunication costs, which may be quite different in a few years than they are now.

**OTA FINDINGS**

The DHCP Core Plus 8 modules, should they all work as promised, would appear to serve the immediate android-term needs of the Veterans Administration. In light of the limited options currently available to VA, OTA finds that continuing to deploy Core Plus 8 is a reasonable choice for ensuring that all VA hospitals have some of their basic automation needs met in the near term.

However, OTA recognizes that there are risks involved with this course of action. There is the possibility that the order-entry/results reporting function may not work as planned, especially in hospitals with high transaction volumes. In addition, only three of the eight enhanced modules are in the field, (one is in verification, two are in test, and two are still in development). It is not possible to determine whether all these applications will be deployed as scheduled or will work as planned. Problems with the integration of new modules into the system and performance in high-transaction environments may be more severe than VA has anticipated.

The options below offer to Congress some possible mechanisms for allowing VA to pursue its preferred course of action while at the same time insuring congressional oversight in the face of possible risk.

Finally, OTA believes that the issues of strategic planning and consideration of technological alternatives are of great importance before VA commits itself to a “next generation” hospital information system. These options give Congress mechanisms for encouraging VA to begin these important processes.

The two options explored here are:

1. Deploy the Core Plus 8 software systemwide, then cap hardware expenditures and freeze development of additional software modules. Allow VA to enter a “plateau” phase for strategic planning and evaluation of technological alternatives for its next-generation information system.

2. Continue deployment of Core Plus 8 and begin parallel efforts for strategic planning and evaluation of alternatives for the next generation system. Make release of additional funds contingent upon VA’S demonstration that: a) order-entry/results-reporting works satisfactorily in a production environment, and b) that suitable processes are created for strategic planning and evaluation of technological alternatives for the next-generation information system.

Both options have advantages and drawbacks. Option 1 assures some control over further expenditures for DHCP and provides a clean break from DHCP development.
activities, helping ensure that the VA will devote agency attention to planning for the next generation. Its chief drawback, and a major one, is that it delays the start of the planning process for about 3 years.

Option 2 allows the planning process to begin immediately, but there is risk that VA is too locked into its current development process to focus adequately on alternative strategies for the next generation.

The study’s Advisory Panel members, reviewers, VA staff, and others suggest that delay is the overriding disadvantage. In this case, Option 2 is probably the preferred of the two, as discussed below.

Because planning and evaluation of alternatives are needed under both options, these topics are discussed first.

**Strategic Planning and Assessment of Alternatives Needed Under Both Options**

The current DHCP system, both hardware and software, will have a finite lifetime, despite VA’S vision of continuous evolution into the indefinite future. At some point, the ‘next generation’of hospital automation must be planned and developed. The whole field of hospital information system technology is new and is undergoing rapid change. It is not reasonable to assume that DHCP, based as it is on 1970s hardware and software technology, is necessarily the ideal platform for the information system VA will want in the 1990s. Analysis of technological alternatives for VA’s next generation should begin soon. Many agencies are already planning for information systems they will not install until the late 1990s or even early 2000s.

VA should conduct a rigorous and comprehensive analysis of DM&S processes for long-term planning (for the mid-1990s and beyond), describing how hospital automation evolution will track and take advantage of technological and institutional changes in medical practice and information technologies.

Advances in information technology can be expected to continue to reduce the cost of computation and increase the power available to the end-user. Effective, multi-disciplinary, long-range planning for the evolution of VA’S hospital information system as a whole will help ensure that potential savings and capabilities are realized within VAMCs, and help VA% formulate decisions on next-generation development.

User involvement will be critical in this process. VA has already demonstrated that it can develop networks of users and involve them in developing the functional specifications of an automation system. The user-input and feedback processes that VA
has developed are perhaps even more valuable than software developed so far for applications beyond Core Plus 8. These processes should be maintained and built upon for system-level planning to span the next generations of information technology, whether that system is developed in-house or acquired from outside sources.

However, in addition to the disciplinary SIUGs, VA will want a group that is concerned with long-range agency goals, and with information system integration and evolution. If the process is to incorporate fresh perspectives into the long-range planning process, then VA should ensure that some members of this group are not stakeholders in current DHCP development, that the process is separate from DHCP, and that authority for the group is located in the appropriate level of VA hierarchy.

Most important, VA should defer the decision to move into production of its next generation of information technology -- whether the system is to be purchased, built in-house, or a hybrid -- until the agency has done a full assessment of the costs and risks of each option. System development or procurements would proceed only after this planning phase, and the plan should be reviewed and updated periodically by VA to ensure that the evolution of medical care information technology for the VAMCs stays on the most effective course in terms of quality of care and cost-effectiveness.

Option 1: Deploy Core Plus 8, Then Enter a Plateau Phase for Planning

Under this option, VA would purchase hardware and implement Core Plus 8 at all 169 hospitals, then enter a "plateau" phase. (According to MIRMO, this would correspond to hardware acquisition and facilities described by fulfilling Stage III of the current RFP. According to VA DHCP budget figures, the cost for purchasing hardware through Stage III is $84.3 million. According to OTA estimates, based on VA system specifications, procurements through Stage III would correspond to between 63 and 65 percent of the quantity of additional facilities and computer capacity in a full Stage V purchase.)

Thus, after Stage III procurement VA should have the computer hardware they say they need to allow all VAMCs to run the applications VA considers to have top priority and that have been cost justified. The costs of procurements through Stage III are indicated by fiscal year 1988, 1989, and 1990 estimates provided to OTA by VA. (See app. C and D).

The plateau approach would result in a near-term cap on hardware costs, since VA would purchase only Stage III hardware ($84.3 million) rather than have the option to make a full five-stage purchase.

This ‘plateau” phase would have two purposes:
1. VA would have the opportunity to assess how well Core Plus 8 is working with all hospitals on line and make needed refinements. Users and system managers would also have time to ensure that all benefits from the current system are realized.
2. VA would have the opportunity to do strategic planning for the next generation of hardware and software.

The assessment process mentioned in the first item above may not be trivial. OTA% contractor suggests that development should be halted, at least temporarily, after the full Core Plus 8 is implemented, to thoroughly review the software in a systematic way. This recommendation is based, among other things, on the perception of problems with the intra-hospital communication function (order-entry/results-reporting), which may lead to very slow response times once many users are on the system and additional modules are added to the order-entry menu.

As “Core Plus 8” moves into an operations and maintenance mode, DM&S resources would be diverted toward technology assessment and long-term system evolution and planning efforts. SIUGs would be adapted to maintain grassroots input for both operations and maintenance and for the planning process. MIRMO and the Information Systems Centers would be staffed to a level that is appropriate for operations and maintenance rather than development. This does not necessarily mean cutting staff, though VA may find this is the case. The continuing refinements that would be necessary for ongoing operation of a system as complex as DHCP should still offer challenging work for a programming staff, although the nature of the work will change as it does in all organizations when organizational needs change. Maintenance of software includes programming activities to correct errors, respond to environmental changes (such as congressional mandates for new medical programs or reporting requirements), or improve performance. 29

Although the plateau approach is attractive because it allows a clear separation of the development and planning efforts, it also has disadvantages. One is possible adverse

affects on VA personnel and morale, so that VA would find it difficult to retain good ISC staff if there is a hiatus in development activities. The primary disadvantage, however, is that this approach would delay the beginning of the planning process for about 3 years.

Option 2: Continue Deployment of Core Plus 8, Do Parallel Planning Effort

While some members of the study’s Advisory Panel preferred Option 1, OTA recognizes the difficulties of the ‘plateau” approach and is especially sensitive to the need for the planning effort to begin now, rather than waiting until until Core Plus 8 is fully deployed. In Option 2, VA would begin to purchase additional hardware to support deployment of Core Plus 8 and would begin parallel efforts to do strategic planning to examine technological alternatives for the next-generation hospital information system.

In OTA’s view, it will take considerable organizational skill on the part of VA to make sure that a parallel planning effort meets all criteria discussed in the earlier sections on planning. In particular, a parallel planning effort should:

1. have support from the highest levels of VA management;

2. be administratively and operationally separated from ongoing DHCP production activities in order to protect the planning process from being biased; and

3. have mechanisms for assessing current and future needs of VA information users in order to prevent the planning process from becoming an empty intellectual exercise.

Point 1 above should help assure that activities in DM&S will have their proper priority in terms of overall agency goals and agency-wide plans with respect to information technology.

Points 2 and 3 above are in a sense contradictory, since they require the planning and technology alternatives groups to maintain close contact with current DHCP users without “buying into” the current approach for serving user needs. VA would be aided in maintaining a healthy tension between these two objectives by including some expertise from outside the agency in its planning and alternatives assessment processes.

Congress may wish to assure that VA’s efforts in developing a parallel planning effort continue to be effective by making further funding of DHCP hardware purchases (beyond fiscal year 1988) contingent upon VA’s demonstration of a suitable planning process, and on the continued efficacy of the process.

VA needs to continually assess how well its Core Plus 8 software is working in production environments. Rather than waiting until all of Core Plus 8 is deployed, an
early phase of such an assessment might focus on the performance of the modules OTA has pinpointed as having the highest risk of operational problems -- order-entry/results-reporting and nursing. VA may benefit from an outside review (by hospital systems experts) once these modules are implemented in a number of large VAMCSs with many online users and high transaction volumes. The outside experts could review response time and other measures of system performance to help VA determine whether these modules are working satisfactorily and whether the remaining modules proposed in Core Plus 8 software can be adequately supported.

A similar assessment process could be useful to help VA determine what benefits are being realized from the modules already deployed. In the near term, VA may also want to examine strategies for changes in job design, productivity policies, and human resources policies that may be needed as the organization adjusts to an automated information system.

Congress may also wish a demonstration from VA that an outside assessment of order-entry/results-reporting and nursing functions have taken place and that these high-risk modules are working well before appropriating funds beyond fiscal year 1988 for purchase of additional hardware.